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Global Sensors; General ConflictResolution Protocol; The Right
Knee; Soulection #324 ft. Sonder

1.1

General
Conflict-Resolution
Protocol

Hey all,
Anyone know of situations (even highly
restrictive ones) under which a group of
people can ALWAYS resolve their conflicts
1. Choose and launder clothes beforehand without any of the participants even indirectly coming to physical harm?

0.1

Notes for the next
ceremony

2. Send out formal invites to guests a
month beforehand

0.2

1.2

1. Drafted a bit of new Global Challenges
Abstract

Mouse Droppings

2. Solved a relatively simple Quant Trading interview question

How can I store plates and cutlery in the
kitchen so mice can’t shit all over them?
Currently we have to rinse all cutlery before
use because mice are using our drawers as
a thoroughfare.

0.3

Did Today

2.1

Reasons humans
don’t kill other
humans

• Laws against killing

Global Sensors

• We don’t kill our relatives, even if we
don’t like them

I need sensors around the globe. My view
of the world can be easily distorted if I have
correlated sensors.

• We don’t kill people we love/like
1

2
• Taboos against killing
• We don’t kill kids

Fuck. Marriage is hard. Even if your
spouse is acting unacceptably, you gotta accept it.

• Humans, and their allies, fight back
when endangered

6.1

2.2

Soulection #324 ft.
Sonder

Peace Pill

A really strange show. . .
29:00
Friend 9960 suggested a Peace Pill to help
people resolve conflicts without killing each
other.

7.1

3.1

Friend 6795

Friend 6795 is so diligent.

3.2

Compatibility
Testing

Brogue

I’ve started playing a Rogue-like called
Brogue.
Use seed 152,419,735. It has lots of special weapons early on.

7.2

Did

What did I do?
FYI never imply that you’re “testing” a
woman that you’re seeing. Bad associations
e.g. that you’re going down a list of babes
seeing who’ll pass the test. Doesn’t make
her feel special at all.

4.1

The Right Knee

Did I mention that my right knee is healed?
It has full range of motion without any pain.
Now to get my left shoulder pain free. . .

4.2

Freezing in the Rain

1. Came up with visualization of Earth
(and moon)
2. Started on my 100 times table
3. Noticed that the world is getting better
(see UN resolution on nukes)
4. I fought in a civil manner with Friend
9960
5. I read “The Great Man Paradox”

♣

I feel cold all the time. Right now it’s rain- And I haven’t been walking much anymore,
ing outside and I’m wearing a singlet, inner spending most of my time indoors sitting or
shirt, and a hoodie.
lying down.

9.1. FREE WRITING

9.1

3

Free Writing

Run contests to see who can say the most in
one page of wordless images. Yes, rebuses
I think I like the Mummy because all the are allowed.
characters are competent.
♣

♣

Igbo people are proud i.e. there are lots
People wear briefs so their boners don’t
of things that they wouldn’t do even if you
show. It’s a chastity belt of sorts :)
paid them.
♣

♣
So having dances, as in Victorian times,
was a way of keeping people’s sexuality in If I ever want to prove my l33tness, I should
check by giving them an outlet to touch go through a complete MIT major’s worth
of knowledge. We can rate people based on
members of the opposite sex in public.
how quickly they can complete it compared
to me.
♣
No one lied in The Mummy. Everything
happened for a reason.

♣

♣

What would the world look like if people
only talked when they were in danger?

Tell the story of codpiece-land
♣
♣

Radio stations should shell out for short
Series of books starting with “You can’t run codes. Short codes make calling in to refrom your baggage but you can hide it. . . ” port things (e.g. traffic conditions) much
and with the first story being about some- easier.
one who tried to outrun his baggage and
later on found it inside his stomach.
♣
In one land, before welcoming anyone into
your house, they must answer a challenge
I enjoy Shared Simulation Navigation
question such that, if they ansewred truthfully, it implies that they agree with your
♣
rules for entering the house. Have at least
Perhaps give Friend 1651 money to record three challenge questions in case someone
makes a mistake in answering one of them.
a track.
♣

♣

♣

4
Character set of Galaktika: all 128 of the
letters in Knuth’s ASCII table for implementations on systems with large character
sets (TEXBook, Appendix C, p. 369).
♣
Prediction: if I start now, I can receive
an annual paycheck from my employer for
$1,000,000 by 24 Feb 2023.
♣
I need to be able to answer every quant interview question instantly, even if it is only
expressing it in a form which I could type
straight into a suitable calculator.
My calculator should use only the keys
on a US ASCII 105-key keyboard e.g. the
Das Keyboard 4 Professional. The 105
keys can be remapped to form the entire
TEXcharacter set.
♣
Having complex conversations with nonrationalists is painfully slow.
♣
Have tick marks on graphical clocks for
10ths and 16ths of a day.
♣
Make a day of the decaday where I’ll have
anyone’s time in the world who asks for it.

